
HWMP Felixstowe Peninsula gp  mtg  04/10/2016 
 
Attendees 
Jonathan Thompson EA (JT) 
Tim Darby ESWAG (TD) 
Sarah- Jane Court Motts (SJC) 
Paul Bradford Consultant (PB) 
Giles Bloomfield IDB (GB) 
 
Apologies  
Jane Burch 
 
Purpose of the meeting was to discuss and agree scope of works the project would be looking for 
Mott MacDonald to undertake.  
 

         SJC had been instructed by Steve Moncaster of Anglian Water Services ltd (AWS)that she 
was to help with design of a reservoir. However, the group had prepared an initial scope 
which was broader than just that and included pipelines and possible service reservoirs and 
that a wider options appraisal of the engineering options and associated costing was 
envisaged. 

         Action – SJC to share initial scope and confirm with SM level of support AWS able to offer. 

         It was agreed that issues around fresh water flows and eel passage would not be addressed 
at this stage as work ongoing. 

         PB and GB went through the scope with SJC and clarified any details (such as looking at 
widening of the Kings Fleet or service reservoirs, pipelines etc.)  

         Action - PB to forward draft Scoping Doc to SJC 

         Action JT to ask P Willett of EA to share Kings Fleet update work when completed. Earlier 
report to be send to SJC 

         Action JT to send latest Eel screen report to GB 

         Action JT, GB, PB, TD to review newly produced Bird survey scope (JT to discuss with 
Emma Hay of NE) 

         Action – SJC to draw together a scope of works, discuss with AWS and then provide to the 
group in the next 3 weeks. 

         Action -TD to provide location and quantity (incl. estimated monthly breakdown) of 
demand hubs.  EA can provide historic monthly record of SI abstraction for catchment if 
required. 

         GB to provide GIS mapping layers including level data around the Kings fleet and route of 
East Anglia One cable run. 

         PB/TD to confirm any constraints at the Kings Fleet due to the Angling club 
 


